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We have measured the hyperfine structure of mutually perturbing rovibrational levels of the
1sbd 3P0 and 2sAd 1S+ states of the NaK molecule, using the perturbation-facilitated optical-optical
double resonance method with copropagating lasers. The unperturbed 1sbd 3P0 levels are split into
four hyperfine components by the Fermi contact interactionbFI ·S. Mixing between the 1sbd 3P0
and 2sAd 1S+ levels imparts hyperfine structure to the nominally singlet component of the perturbed
levels and reduces the hyperfine splitting of the nominally triplet component. Theoretical analysis
relates these observations to the hyperfine splitting that each 1sbd 3P0 level would have if it were not
perturbed by a 2sAd 1S+ level. Using this analysis, we demonstrate that significant hyperfine
splitting arises because the 1sbd 3P0 state cannot be described as pure Hund’s casesad. We determine
bF for the 1sbd 3P0 levels and also a more accurate value for the magnitude of the singlet-triplet
spin–orbit couplingHSO=k1sbd 3P0svb,JduHSOu2sAd 1S+svA,Jdl. Using the known spectroscopic
constants of the 1sbd 3P state, we obtainbF=0.009 89±0.000 27 cm−1. The values ofuHSOu are
found to be between 2 and 3 cm−1, depending onvb, vA, and J. Dividing uHSOu by calculated
vibrational overlap integrals, and taking account of the 1sbd 3PV rotational mixing, we can
determine the magnitude of the electronic partHel of HSO. Our results yield uHelu
=s16.33±0.15d cm−1, consistent with our previous determinations using different techniques.
© 2005 American Institute of Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1844293g

I. INTRODUCTION

Mixed b 3P0,A 1S+ window levels have been used to
study a large number of alkali triplet states using the
“perturbation-facilitated optical-optical double resonance”
sPFOODRd technique.1–14In addition, considerable effort has
been focused on the details of the individualA 1S+ andb 3P
states and the spin–orbit coupling between them.8,15–30This
interest reflects the importance of these states in many appli-
cations. For example, understanding theb 3P0,A 1S+ per-
turbations is important for ultracold atom studies where fine
structure changing collisions occurring through these pertur-
bations can result in trap loss.31,32The present work explores
the hyperfine structure of mutually perturbing, rovibrational
levels of the NaK 1sbd 3P0 and 2sAd 1S+ states.

Most studies of theb 3P0,A 1S+ spin–orbit perturba-
tions have focused on the homonuclear molecules Li2,

15

Na2,
16,17,21–23,25and K2,

19,28 although in recent years similar
studies on the heteronuclear molecules NaK,24 NaRb,29 and
RbCs sRef. 30d have also been undertaken. Techniques in-
cluding examination of anomalous lifetimes33,34 or transition
intensities,15 and deperturbation of high-resolution spectra of
perturbed levels16,19,21,23 have been employed to analyze
these interactions. Previously in our lab,24 we determined
values for the NaK 1sbd 3P0,2sAd 1S+ spin–orbit interac-
tion matrix elements using high-resolution measurements of
pairs of perturbed level energies in combination with the
deperturbed 1sbd 3P0 molecular constants of Rosset al.18

These values were in good agreement with less accurate in-
tensity measurements also carried out as part of that work.24

Investigations of the hyperfine structure of theb 3P state
have also focused primarily on the homonuclear
molecules.3–6,8–10,12,21,35,36However, many PFOODR studies
address heteronuclear as well as homonuclear molecules, so
it is equally important to understand theb 3P0 hyperfine
structure of the heteronuclear molecules. In fact, there are
interesting issues regarding the hyperfine structure of the
NaK 1sbd 3P state. Previous investigators have studied the
hyperfine structure of highv s,62d, low J, rovibrational lev-
els perturbed by nearby 1sBd 1P and 2scd 3S+ levels.37,38Ish-
ikawaet al.37 observed measurable hyperfine splittings in the
1sbd 3P0 state only for levels that are strongly perturbed by
2scd 3S+ levels. The ratioAv / sBvJd,173/J swhereAv is the
spin–orbit interaction constant andBv is the rotational con-
stantd indicates that for typical values ofJ s20–50d, the NaK
1sbd 3P state should lie intermediate between the Hund’s
casesad and casesbd coupling schemes, but closer to casesad.
In the pure Hund’s casesad limit, the analysis of Frosch and
Foley39 indicates that a3P0 state should exhibit negligible
magnetic dipole hyperfine structure. In alkali molecules, the
dominant contribution to the hyperfine structure is the mag-
netic dipole Fermi contact interactionbFI ·S.37,40–42 There-
fore, any observed hyperfine structure in 1sbd 3P0 levels
must be attributed to interactions involving the 1sbd 3P1 and
1sbd 3P2 levels.38 Earlier work in our lab on the 13D state of
NaK sRef. 11d using the PFOODR technique with copropa-
gating and counterpropagating beams suggested that the hy-
perfine structure of the 1sbd 3P0 state was not negligible. Our
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present work clearly demonstrates that the NaK 1sbd 3P0
state cannot be described as pure casesad and does indeed
display significant hyperfine splittings.

In the present work we have measured the hyperfine
splittings of selected NaK 1sbd 3P0svb,Jd,2sAd 1S+svA,Jd
mixed levels using a variation of the PFOODR technique
with copropagating lasers. These mixed levels display hyper-
fine structure in proportion to the amount of 1sbd 3P0 char-
acter they possess. By sweeping through states with different
values of the quantum numberJ, we are able to monitor the
changes in the hyperfine structure for different amounts of
singlet-triplet mixing. We observe a reduction in the hyper-
fine splittings of the nominally “triplet” levels and a corre-
sponding increase in the splitting of the nominally “singlet”
levels as the value ofJ approaches that of the most strongly
interacting levels. We have developed a model that permits a
direct determination of the spin–orbit coupling matrix ele-
ments and the mixing coefficients from the measured hyper-
fine structure of a pair of perturbed rovibrational levels. Fur-
ther analysis enables us to determine the value of the Fermi
contact constantbF for the 1sbd 3P0 state.

This paper is organized as follows: Section II describes
the experimental setup and an analysis of the expected line
splittings in the copropagating and counterpropagating ge-
ometries. Section III A discusses the expected hyperfine
splittings of a3P0 state, including effects that arise when the
state is not pure casesad. Section III B presents an analysis of
the hyperfine structure of mixed singlet-triplet levels. These
theoretical results permit the Fermi contact constant and the
1sbd 3P0,2sAd 1S+ spin–orbit matrix elements to be deter-
mined from the measured line positions and hyperfine split-
tings. The principal experimental results of this work are
presented in Sec. IV, and a few concluding remarks can be
found in Sec. V.

II. EXPERIMENT

A. Setup

The experimental setup is the same as used in our pre-
vious PFOODR studies of NaK and is shown in Fig. 1 of
Ref. 11. Briefly, sodium and potassium metals are placed
within a crossed four-arm heat pipe oven.43 When the center
of the oven is heated, a vapor of NaK, Na2, and K2 mol-
ecules, as well as sodium and potassium atoms, is produced.
Selected levels of the NaK 1sbd 3P0,2sAd 1S+ manifold are
excited from the 1sXd 1S+ ground state using a Coherent
model 699-29 cw dye laser operating in the 710–770 nm
range with LD 700 dye. A Coherent model 899-29
Ti:sapphire laser operating in the 730–920 nm range is then
used to probe these levels on transitions to higher lying
states. In some cases, the roles of the dye and Ti:sapphire
lasers are reversed. The dye laser power is 150–400 mW
while the Ti:sapphire power is in the range 300–700 mW.
Both lasers have linewidths of,500 kHz. Absorption of
pump and probe laser photons is monitored by detecting
fluorescence emerging from the side arms of the heat pipe
using two different detectors. A freestanding Hamamatsu
R406 photomultiplier tube, with a 700–1000 nm bandpass
filter mounted in front of it, detects total 2sAd 1S+

→1sXd 1S+ red and near-IR fluorescence, which allows us to
set the pump laser to a particular 1sbd 3P0svb,Jd
,2sAd 1S+svA,Jd←1sXd 1S+svX,J±1d transition seither the
mostly singlet or the mostly triplet component of the upper
stated. The pump laser is chopped and the output of the pho-
tomultiplier tubesPMTd is sent to a lock-in amplifier. A free-
standing Hamamatsu 928 PMT, equipped with green or vio-
let bandpass filters, monitors the total green3L→1sad 3S+ or
total violet 1L→1sXd 1S+ fluorescence from higher lying
triplet and singlet states, respectively, that are populated by
Ti:sapphiresprobed laser photons as the laser frequency is
scanned. The pump laser wavemeter is calibrated by compar-
ing frequencies of I2 laser-induced fluorescence lines to those
listed in the iodine atlas.44 The probe laser wavemeter is
calibrated using optogalvanic signals from neon transitions
in a hollow cathode lamp. Absolute energies of 2sAd 1S+ and
1sbd 3P0 levels studied here are considered to be accurate to
within 0.01 cm−1. However, splittings between individual
hyperfine components are determined to much higher accu-
racy, typically 0.001 cm−1 s30 MHzd.

B. Hyperfine structure in the copropagating
and counterpropagating geometries

In the experimental setup, the pump and the probe laser
beams can be counterpropagated or copropagated along the
axis of the heat pipe oven. In previous studies of the hyper-
fine structure of high-lying triplet states,5,6,9–11,13the counter-
propagating pump/probe geometry was used because, in that
configuration, the hyperfine structure of the intermediate
state cancels for the most part.11 However, direct measure-
ments of the hyperfine structure of individual 1sbd 3P state
rovibrational levels are possible using PFOODR spectros-
copy in a copropagating geometry. To understand how this
works, we refer to Eq.s9d of Ref. 11, which gives
the 1,3LsvL ,J±1d←1sbd 3PVsvb,Jd←1sXd 1S+svX,J±1d
OODR pump/probe laser resonance condition. In Ref. 11, the
upper state considered was the 13D state. However, because
the 1sbd 3PVsvb,Jbd levels we consider are actually singlet/
triplet mixturessusually V=0d, the upper state1,3LsvL ,JLd
can, in fact, be either a singlet or a triplet. In Ref. 11, it is
shown that the observed splittings of the OODR transition
are determined by the upper state level hyperfine structure,
minus f17 svprobe/vpumpdg times the hyperfine splitting of
the intermediate 1sbd 3PVsvb,Jbd level fwhere the uppersmi-
nusd sign corresponds to the case of counterpropagating
pump and probe lasers, and the lowersplusd sign is used for
copropagating lasersg. Note that Eq.s9d of Ref. 11 was ob-
tained using the assumption that the hyperfine structure of
the ground state 1sXd 1S+ is negligible.

Sincevprobe andvpump are approximately equal, the hy-
perfine structure of the intermediate 1sbd 3PV level contrib-
utes little to the observed structure of the probe transition in
the counterpropagating geometry. Thus this geometry is ideal
for studying the hyperfine structure of the upper state. How-
ever, for the copropagating case, the hyperfine splitting of the
1sbd 3PV level will contribute to the observed line splittings
with almost twice its actual value. Thus the copropagating
geometry can be used to study the hyperfine structure of any
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1sbd 3PV level with sufficient singlet amplitude that it can be
directly excited from the singlet ground state. If we choose
an upper state that has negligible hyperfine structure, then
the probe laser transition line shapes will provide a direct
measurement of the 1sbd 3PVsvb,Jbd hyperfine structure.

Note that Eq.s9d of Ref. 11 was based on the assumption
that the pump laser frequency was held fixed to line center of
the 1sbd 3PVsvb,Jbd←1sXd 1S+svX,Jb±1d transition while
the probe laser frequency was scanned. However, a similar
analysis applies to the case where the probe frequency is
fixed and the pump frequency is scanned. Both techniques
were used in the present work, depending on the various
transition frequencies, in order to take advantage of the su-
perior scanning operation of the Ti:sapphire laser.

The dominantbFI ·S Fermi contact contribution to the
hyperfine splitting is zero for spin-singlet states. Therefore
we carry out a singlet← triplet←singlet PFOODR experi-
ment in the copropagating geometry in order to observe the
hyperfine splitting of the intermediate 1sbd 3P0svb,Jbd level
without contamination from the upper state hyperfine struc-
ture. Figures 1sad and 1sbd display 31Psv=13,J=46d
←1sbd 3P0sv=18,J=45d←1sXd 1S+sv=0,J=46d PFOODR
signals recorded using the counterpropagating and copropa-
gating geometries, respectively. The former shows that in-
deed the 31P state has no observable hyperfine splitting,
while the latter shows the 1sbd 3P0sv=18,J=45d level
hyperfine splittings smultiplied by the factor f1
+svprobe/vpumpdgd. If the intermediate state is a
1sbd 3P0svb,Jd,2sAd 1S+svA,Jd mixed level swhich is re-
quired in order for the singlet↔ triplet transitions to be ob-
servabled, the observed hyperfine structure of the probe tran-
sition line shape will reflect the triplet amplitude of that
mixed level.

III. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

A. Hyperfine structure of the NaK 1 „b… 3P0 state

We base our analysis on the following model
Hamiltonian:45–49

H = H rot + AL ·S+ bFI ·S s1d

whereH rot is the rotational Hamiltonian,AL ·S is the spin–
orbit interaction, and bFI ·S is the Fermi contact
interaction.40 We have dropped certain small hyperfine terms
to arrive at Eq.s1d; details about these terms are found in our
previous work11 and in the original treatments.39,40As usual,
L is the electron orbital angular momentum,S is the total
electron spin, andI is the nuclear spin. We takeI to be the
nuclear spin of Na onlysI =3/2d. Previous work50 as well as
our own calculations51 support this approximation. The
nuclear magnetic moment of Na is much larger than that of
K, and for the molecular orbitals of the 1sbd 3P0 state, the
electron spin density is also larger at the Na nucleus than at
the K nucleus.

The present situation is similar to the case we analyzed
in Ref. 13, so we summarize our methodology very briefly.
We calculate energies by finding the eigenvalues of the
model Hamiltonian Eq.s1d, using appropriate values of the
coupling constants. For each value of the total angular mo-
mentum quantum numberF, we diagonalize a 12312 matrix
representation ofH, using a set of basis functions
uaNSJI;FMFl. For these functions,a denotes the electronic
state and vibrational level, and the quantum numbers corre-
spond to the couplingN+S=J, andJ+ I =F, whereN is the
total angular momentum apart from spin. In the present
work, the parameters in the Hamiltonian, Eq.s1d, will lead to
a coupling scheme intermediate between Hund’s casesbbJd
and Hund’s casesabd, but the casesbbJd basis functions can
still be used.

We expect that each 1sbd 3P0 level will be split into four
closely spaced states by the hyperfine interaction term. If the
original level has quantum numbersv and J, the model
HamiltonianfEq. s1dg leads to the states

u1sbd 3P0svdJI;FMFl, F = J − 3
2, J − 1

2, J + 1
2, J + 3

2 . s2d

For the large values ofF that we consider, and in the absence
of interactions with other electronic states, the splitting be-
tween any two adjacent levels within the four states defined
by Eq.s2d will be about the same, and we denote the average
splitting of these triplet states byDEhfs

0 . The energies of the
four states must be calculated by separate matrix diagonal-
izations for each value ofF.

We have used our model to look for a relation between
the Fermi hyperfine coupling constantbF in Eq. s1d and the
observed splittingDEhfs

0 of the 1sbd 3P0 state. We performed
calculations for many different values of the coupling con-
stants, and we probed in particular the ratio of the observed
splitting DEhfs

0 to the coupling constantbF, for small values
of bF. By examining the calculated ratioDEhfs

0 /bF for differ-
ent values ofA, B, and J, we found that to a very good
approximation for largeJ,

FIG. 1. Hyperfine structure of the 31Psv=13,J=46d←1sbd 3PV=0sv
=18,J=45d←1sXd 1S+sv=0,J=46d pump/probe transition usingsad the
counterpropagating geometry andsbd the copropagating geometry.
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DEhfs
0

bF
=

x

Î1 + x2
, s3d

wherex is a dimensionless parameter that determines where
the coupling scheme lies on the continuum between Hund’s
casesad and Hund’s casesbd:

x =
2BsJ + 1

2d
LA

. s4d

The limit x=0 corresponds to pure casesad, and in that limit
Eq. s3d reduces to the established result39,40that the magnetic
dipole hyperfine splittingDEhfs

0 of a 3P0 state is zero in pure
casesad. However, the NaK 1sbd 3P0 state is not pure case
sad, and our results indicate that the levels will exhibit a
splitting proportional tobF. We emphasize that Eq.s3d is
based on the limitbF→0. In practice, this condition means
that the hyperfine splitting should be smaller than the fine
structure splittingsgoverned byAd and smaller than the ro-
tational splittingsgoverned byBd. Plots ofDEhfs

0 /bF versusx
for different values ofA, B, andJ suggest that the proposed
functional dependence onx describes the essential features
of the observed small hyperfine splittings.

We regard Eq.s3d as an approximate relation that facili-
tates estimates ofA or bF directly from the measured data. If
the conditions assumed for its validity are not fulfilled, a
more elaborate fitting program should be used to find the
values that best fit the data.

B. Spin–orbit matrix element and mixing coefficients

We now consider additional effects that arise because the
rovibrational levels of the 1sbd 3P0 state are coupled with
those of the 2sAd 1S+ state by the spin–orbit Hamiltonian.
This spin–orbit coupling is an additional effect not included
in the termAL ·S in the model HamiltonianfEq. s1dg, which
only couples states of the same total spin quantum numberS.
The term we now consider is given by

HSO= k1sbd 3P0svbdJI;FMFuHSOu2sAd 1S+svAdJI;FMFl.

s5d

As a result ofHSO, rovibrational levels belonging to the
2sAd 1S+ and the 1sbd 3P0 states may couple and form mixed
singlet-triplet levels. Closely spaced pairs of levels of these
two electronic states with the same quantum numbersJ and
F can be expressed as linear combinations of unperturbed
states:

uCLl = cosuu2sAd 1S+svAdJI;FMFl

− sinuu1sbd3P0svbdJI;FMFl, s6d

uCUl = sinuu2sAd1S+svAdJI;FMFl

+ cosuu1sbd3P0svbdJI;FMFl, s7d

where the subscriptsL andU designate the lower and upper
states of the pair, respectively. The effect of this mixing is
that bothuCLl and uCUl will exhibit hyperfine splitting pro-
portional to the amount of their triplet character. Thus we can
estimate the magnitude ofHSO from the observed hyperfine
splittings of the perturbed window levels.

We analyze the hyperfine splittings by considering four
independent two-state models. NeglectingHSO, the 2sAd 1S+

rovibrational level has four degenerate hyperfine levels, all
with energyES

0, and the 1sbd 3P0 rovibrational level has four
distinct hyperfine levels denotedEP1

0 , . . . ,EP4
0 . WhenHSO is

“turned on,” pairs of levels with the sameF are pushed apart
by the interaction. The lower mixed state is now split into
four levelsL1, . . . ,L4, and the upper mixed state is split into
levelsU1, . . . ,U4. According to Eq.s2d and the text thereaf-
ter, each pair of statessLi ,Uid has a different value ofF. If
we neglect the interactions with other more distant rovibra-
tional levels and assume thatHSO is independent ofF, we
can write the energies of each pairsLi ,Uid using two-state
formulas:

Ui = 1
2sEPi

0 + ES
0d + 1

2
ÎsEPi

0 − ES
0d2 + 4uHSOu2, s8d

Li = 1
2sEPi

0 + ES
0d − 1

2
ÎsEPi

0 − ES
0d2 + 4uHSOu2. s9d

For a given pair of adjacent levelssUi ,Ui+1d and sLi ,Li+1d,
we can solve four equationsfEqs.s8d ands9d for i, i +1g for
the unknown unperturbed levelsES

0, EPi
0 , EPi+1

0 , and the cou-
pling parameteruHSOu in terms of the measured energiesUi,
Ui+1, Li, andLi+1 ssee Ref. 52 for detailsd. The solution is

uHSOu2 =
DUDLfsU − Ld2 − 1

4sDU + DLd2g
sDU + DLd2

<
DUDLsU − Ld2

sDU + DLd2 , s10d

where we have introduced the notationDU;Ui+1−Ui, DL
;Li+1−Li, U; 1

2sUi +Ui+1d, and L; 1
2sLi +Li+1d, and where

in the last step we have used the fact that the splittings of the
upper and lower levels are generally very much smaller than
the differences between the levels;DU, DL! sU−Ld. The
unperturbed 2sAd 1S+ level energy is given by52

ES
0 =

UDL + LDU

DU + DL
, s11d

and the average energy of the unperturbed 1sbd3P0 levels is

EP
0 ;

1

2
sEPi

0 + EPi+1
0 d =

UDU + LDL

DU + DL
. s12d

It is also straightforward to demonstrate52 that

DEhfs
0 ; EPi+1

0 − EPi
0 = DU + DL, s13d

which shows that the original splitting of the unperturbed
1sbd3P0 level is exactly equal to the sum of the splittings of
the upper and lower mixed levels.

Finally, the mixing angleu defined in Eqs.s6d and s7d
can be obtained by finding the eigenvectors of the appropri-
ate two-state Hamiltonian. In principle, a different value
would be obtained for eachsLi ,Uid pair. However, for all
levels studied in the present work,DU, DL! sU−Ld holds to
an excellent approximation, and we expect that eachsLi ,Uid
pair will have essentially the same mixing angle. Thus we
find52
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cos2 u =
sU − ES

0d2

uHSOu2 + sU − ES
0d2

=
uHSOu2

sES
0 − Ld2 + uHSOu2

=
DU

DU + DL
s14d

and

sin2 u =
DL

DU + DL
. s15d

According to Eq.s13d, the denominators in Eqs.s14d and
s15d are equal toEPi+1

0 −EPi
0 . With this in mind, we note that

these equations show that the mixing probabilities are simply
related to the way the unperturbed hyperfine splitting is
shared between the upper and lower states of an interacting
pair.

IV. RESULTS

Figure 2 shows the measured line shapes for mixed
1sbd3P0svb,Jd,2sAd 1S+svA,Jd levels near the strong
1sbd 3P0s12,38d,2sAd1S+s11,38d perturbation. The se-
lected data illustrate how levels lying near the centers of
perturbation contain strong admixtures of both singlet and
triplet character, while levels lying further away from the
centers of perturbation exhibit mostly unperturbed line shape
signatures. The relatively unperturbed 1sbd 3P0 line shapes
away from the center of perturbation clearly exhibit the four
peaks predicted by the analysis of Sec. III A.

The analysis presented in Sec. III B considered pairs of
hyperfine levels for each of the two interacting states
1sbd3P0svb,Jd and 2sAd 1S+svA,Jd. In order to apply this

model to the present situation, in which each of the two
interacting rovibrational levels has four hyperfine levels, we
regardU, DU, L, andDL as the average energies and hyper-
fine splittings of the upper and lower perturbed levels, re-
spectively. With our current resolution, we find that hyperfine
splittings of less than,0.002 cm−1 are often too small to
resolve directly. However, Fig. 2 shows that even then the
observed perturbed level spectral lines are definitely broader
than those of a pure singlet level. In all cases, we determined
the hyperfine splittings from the measured signals by model-
ing each line as a sum of four equally spaced Lorentzians
and varying their separation to match the overall experimen-
tal structure and line widths. The observed splittings of the
PFOODR spectral lines,DEU,L

obs, were then divided byf1
+svprobe/vpumpdgU,L to obtain the upper and lower 1sbd 3P0
,2sAd 1S+ perturbed level hyperfine splittingsDU and DL.
According to Eq.s13d, the unperturbed 1sbd 3P0 level hyper-
fine splittings are just given by the sum ofDU and DL.
Values of these quantities are available in Table 1 of the
accompanying EPAPS documentation.53

The sum ofDU and DL is just the quantityDEhfs
0 con-

sidered in the analysis of Sec. III A. Therefore, each pair of
the mutually perturbing levels provides a value ofDEhfs

0 for
an unperturbed 1sbd3P0 state. The corresponding value ofx
fdefined by Eq.s4dg can be calculated using the spectro-
scopic constantsBv and Av of the 1sbd 3P state determined
by Rosset al.18 The experimental values ofDEhfs

0 and the
best fit curve of the formDEhfs

0 =bFx /Î1+x2 are plotted as a
function of x in Fig. 3. The data and fit provide a striking
demonstration of the approach to the pure casesad limit as
x→0. Since the ratioB/A only changes a few percent for the

FIG. 2. Double resonance line shapes for mixed
1sbd 3P0svb,Jd,2sAd 1S+svA,Jd levels near the
1sbd 3P0svb=12,J=38d,2sAd 1S+svA=11,J=38d cen-
ter of perturbation recorded using the copropagating la-
ser geometry.J values range from 37 to 40.
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three vibrational levels of the 1sbd 3P0 state investigated, the
change inx is almost entirely due to the change inJ. These
results clearly show that the 1sbd 3P0 state exhibits signifi-
cant hyperfine structure because it is not pure casesad, and
that the magnitude of this structure is strongly dependent
on J.

The value reported for the Fermi contact constantbF was
determined by noting that a value ofbF can be explicitly
obtained from each pair of mutually perturbing levels
sx ,DEhfs

0 =DU+DLd using Eq.s3d, bF=DEhfs
0 Î1+x2/x, and

the known values ofBv and Av for the NaK 1sbd 3P state
from Rosset al.18 ThesebF values are listed in EPAPS Table
1.53 The best value and its statistical uncertainty can be de-
termined by averaging the values ofbF from each data point,
with an appropriate weighting factor. For our case, we esti-
mate a statistical uncertainty of 0.0003 cm−1 for each of
the measuredDU and DL values, leading to asconstantd
statistical uncertainty of fs0.0003d2+s0.0003d2g1/2

=0.000 42 cm−1 in DEhfs
0 , which is the main source of uncer-

tainty in thebF values. The final best-fit value is

bF = s0.009 89 ± 0.000 27d cm−1. s16d

A least squares fit using the 12312 spin–orbit/hyperfine ma-
trix diagonalization method gives essentially the same result.

The value ofbF we report here is within a few percent of
the values measured for the 2scd 3S+, 1 3D, and 43S+ elec-
tronic states of NaK.11,13,37,38,54,55fThe value reported for the
Fermi contact constant of the NaK 43S+ state in Ref. 13
spage 4752d should reads0.0099±0.0004d cm−1 rather than
s0.99±0.04d cm−1. The correct value was given in the ab-
stract of that reference.g

Values for the 1sbd 3P0,2A 1S+ spin–orbit matrix ele-
ment uHSOu were determined from the measured hyperfine
splittings for 20 sets of mutually perturbing pairs, using the
final form of Eq.s10d. Estimates confirmed that the dropped
term makes a negligible contribution. The values foruHSOu
are listed in EPAPS Table 2.53 The statistical uncertainties of
these values arise in part from the 0.01 cm−1 uncertainty of
the absolute line positions, but mostly from the 0.0003 cm−1

uncertainty of the measured line splittings,DU andDL.

As discussed in Refs. 24 and 56, the spin–orbit operator
acts primarily on the electronic part of the wave functions.
Thus by factoring the total wave function into products of
electronic, vibrational, and rotational wave functions, we
may define a quantityHel that depends primarily on the in-
teracting electronic wave functions,

Hel <
k1sbd 3P0svb,JduHSOu2sAd1S+svA,Jdl

kvbuvAl
. s17d

However, in writing the upper and lower state wave func-
tions as linear combinations of unperturbed 2sAd 1S+ and
1sbd 3P0 wave functions in Eqs.s6d and s7d, we neglect the
rotational coupling between the 1sbd 3PV levels. Instead,
each “unperturbed” 1sbd 3P0 level should be written more
correctly as a linear combinationa8u1sbd 3P0svb,Jdl
+b8u1sbd 3P1svb,Jdl+c8u1sbd 3P2svb,Jdl. As explained in
Refs. 2 and 24 each spin–orbit matrix element obtained from
the data using the two-state analysis must also be divided by
the mixing coefficienta8 to obtain the underlying 1sbd 3P0
,2sAd 1S+ spin–orbit matrix element:

Hel =
k1sbd3P0svb,JduHSOu2sAd1S+svA,Jdl

a8kvbuvAl
. s18d

Using the programLSQ sRef. 57d we calculated values ofa8
ranging from 0.942 to 0.989fsee EPAPS Table 3sRef. 53dg.
The vibrational overlap integrals in the denominator were
calculated from the experimental Rydberg–Klein–Rees
sRKRd potentials for the 2sAd 1S+ and 1sbd 3P0 states given
in Refs. 20 and 18, respectively, using the program
LEVEL7.5.58 Figure 4 and EPAPS Table 3sRef. 53d show the
values ofuHelu for each mutually perturbing pair. Note that
the uncertainty inuHelu is much smaller for levels near the
centers of perturbation that have comparable singlet and trip-
let amplitudes. The weighted mean value foruHelu determined
using the technique described here is

uHelu = s16.33 ± 0.15d cm−1, s19d

where the quoted error bar represents statistical uncertainty
only. The systematic error could be as high as 2%–3% if, for
example, our method for fitting the data systematically over-

FIG. 3. The sumDU+DL=DEhfs
0 of the experimentally

measured hyperfine splittings for several mutually per-
turbing 1sbd 3P0,2sAd 1S+ rovibrational pairs.DEhfs

0

corresponds to the splitting that each 1sbd 3P0 level
would have if it were unperturbed by the nearby
2sAd 1S+ level. Three groups of points are shown, cor-
responding to vibrational quantum numbersvb=12, 17,
and 18. The error barss±0.000 42 cm−1d correspond to
the statistical uncertainty in the data. The value ofx
determines where a particular level lies between Hund’s
casesad and casesbd. x=0 corresponds to pure casesad,
for which the hyperfine splitting is zero. The curve
shows the best fit to the data, obtained forbF

=0.009 89 cm−1. The statistical error estimate forbF is
about ±3%.
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estimates or underestimates the hyperfine splittings.
Finally, the unperturbed energiesES

0 and EP
0 and the

mixing probabilities, for each level studied, were determined
using Eqs.s11d, s12d, s14d, and s15d. These values are also
given in EPAPS Table 2.53 As expected, the mixing coeffi-
cients and unperturbed level energies show that the mixing
and the magnitudes of the energy shiftsEP−EP

0 and ES

−ES
0 are greatest for those 1sbd 3P0svb,Jd and

2sAd 1S+svA,Jd level pairs that lie closest in energy. For a
given vb,vA manifold, as one moves away from the center
of perturbationsby changing rotational quantum numberJd
the levels are less mixed since the unperturbed level separa-
tion is greater.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This work has investigated the electronic coupling be-
tween different molecular potential energy curves using
high-resolution hyperfine spectroscopy. By measuring the
size of the hyperfine splitting in several mixed rovibrational
levels of the NaK 1sbd 3P0 and 2sAd 1S+ states, we have
been able to infer the strength of the electronic coupling
between these two states.

The present value ofuHelu for NaK is ,4% higher than
our previous value and slightly outside combined error bars.
However, the quoted error bars for the present work and in
Ref. 24 represent statistical uncertainties only. We believe
that the present measurement is more accurate than our pre-
vious value,24 but the main advantage of the present work is
that the determination of each spin–orbit matrix element
k1sbd 3P0svb,JduHSOu2sAd 1S+svA,Jdl is entirely self-
contained and therefore less likely to be affected by system-
atic error. The current method essentially requires no knowl-
edge of unperturbed level positions that cannot be observed
directly.

We also investigated the origin of the hyperfine splitting
in the V=0 component of the NaK 1sbd 3P state. Electric
quadrupole terms are known to make only very small contri-
butions to the hyperfine structure of alkali molecules, and

formulas based on the pure Hund’s casesad limit suggest that
the magnetic dipole hyperfine structure of a3P0 state should
be negligible. Our analysis and measurements have provided
a quantitative demonstration that significant hyperfine split-
ting arises in the NaK 1sbd 3P0 state precisely because the
angular momentum coupling is not pure casesad. The mag-
nitude of the hyperfine splitting varies strongly withJ, with
smallerJ corresponding to coupling closer to pure casesad.

Because spectroscopic constants18 are available for the
NaK 1sbd 3P0 state, we were able to extract an accurate
value for the Fermi contact constant for that state from our
measurements. The value that best fits the data,bF

=s0.009 89±0.000 27d cm−1, is very similar to the value ob-
tained for other NaK electronic states with similar molecular
orbitals. This agreement lends credence to the reliability of
our conclusions, but it also raises the possibility that other
NaK electronic states with significantly different molecular
orbitals smost notably the 33P stated51 will have different
Fermi contact constants. As has been demonstrated, for ex-
ample by Levenson and Schawlow59 and Bacis and
co-workers60 for I2 and by Janda and co-workers61–64for ICl,
measurements of the hyperfine structure can serve as a very
sensitive probe of the molecular electronic wave function.
Our ongoing and future work will exploit this relationship to
gain a deeper understanding of the electronic states of het-
eronuclear alkali molecules.
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